
Supports a healthy sinus, respiratory system, and breathing mechanism*

OregaSinu 
TM

Potent Multiple Spice Oil Sinus Spray

Infestation of the air, especially indoors, with mold and 
fungi is pandemic. These potential pathogens are alive 
and well throughout human environments. These 
molds/fungi are inhaled and then flourish in the 
respiratory passages, especially within the sinuses. 
This includes mold spores, which, upon inhalation, 
flourish in the nasal sinuses and bronchial canals.

    Sinusitis is highly prevalent in the American 
population and has been found to affect up to 37 
million people, which is nearly one of seven 
Americans. Usually, with sinus infections antibiotics 
are prescribed, which may not only be ineffective but 
also may lead to antibiotic resistance. Many health 
practitioners agree that the use of a saline solution to 
flush out the nasal passages is the best approach. 
However, adding spice oils to the saline antiseptic  
takes this to the maximum power more effectively 
than merely spraying a mist of saline solution into the 
nasal passages.

       Mold infestation becomes especially problematic 
in the spring and fall, when mold counts rise greatly. 
SinuOrega is the perfect natural therapy to deal with 
this.* As a sea salt-based spray fortified with the 
appropriate percentage of oils of wild oregano, bay 
leaf, and sage, along with clove bud oil, it is a potent 
therapy for sinus conditions.* Both wild sage and bay 
leaf oils have long been used as aids to respiratory 
conditions, while wild oil of oregano is a potent 
anti-fungal agent and is particularly powerful against  
molds and mold spores.*

        With mold infestation the respiratory passages are 
compromised and readily plugged up. Powerful, 
therapeutic SinuOrega solves this with its blast of 

saline-based wild oregano oil, wild sage oil, and wild 
bay leaf.* It's the perfect formula for resolving this and 
for causing an overall improvement in sinus health 
regardless of the challenge.*  

    Of all sinus spray formulas, SinuOrega is the 
superior choice to aid the cleansing process of the 
nasal membranes.* As well, it is the only truly natural 
nasal spray, free of all chemicals and additives. 

How to use SinuOrega:

Insert nozzle next to inner nasal membrane and gently 
squirt. Immediately sniff contents deeply to distribute 
throughout the sinuses. Repeat with each nostril. Tilt 
the head backwards, if necessary, squirting into one 
nostril while holding closed the opposite one. Then, 
turn the head side to side to gain access to all the 
sinuses, repeating on the other side.  Repeat as needed. 
Temporary burning, stinging, sneezing or increased
nasal discharge may occur. Nasal discharge is a
powerful sign of effective 
cleansing. Effectiveness may 
be enhanced by the 
simultaneous intake of  
OregaRESP capsules, 
especially in stubborn, 
chronic cases. 

Non-addictive. 

Now available in 
convenient 1 oz. size 
with special injection 
pump mist

Finally, breathe easy.* 

Manufactured in the US by North American Herb & Spice
Exclusively distributed in the UK by: Lime Health    |    orders@limehealth.co.uk    |    020 3488 4407
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